Other types of plugs may be substituted with the Engineer's approval.

See project plans for location and type of cleanout or vent installations.

ALTERNATIVE 1

See Note 3

ALTERNATIVE 2

PLASTIC PIPE PLUG

DETAIL A

PLASTIC PIPE PLUG

See Note 3

NOTES:

1. See project plans for location and type of cleanout or vent installations.
2. The position of slotted plastic pipe and limits of treated permeable material shown are for the Type 1 structural section drainage system shown on Standard Plan P50.
3. Other types of plugs may be substituted with the Engineer's approval.
4. The Type 3 cleanout and Type G vent is for use with concrete shoulders. The Type 6 structural section drainage system from Standard Plan P51 is shown. Use plastic pipe plug shown in detail A with Type 3 cleanouts. Use vent cover shown on Revised Standard Plan RSP P51 with Type G vents.
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